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SUMMARY 

The suitability of pre-column derivatization with phenylisothiocyanate followed by high-per- 
formance liquid chromatography was investigated as a means of analyzing free amino acids in 
plasma and other physiological fluids. A comparison was made between this method and a con- 
ventional ion-exchange method. The correlation coefficient for all the amino acids tested was 
greater than 0.9, except for proline and tryptophan. Various forms of sample preparation were 
tried for plasma and amniotic fluid; it was finally decided that protein precipitation with aceto- 
nitrile was most suitable. Ultrafiltration was used for cerebrospinal fluid preparation while urine 
was treated the same as a standard mixture. The retention times relative to the internal standard 
(nor-leucine) are given for over 90 compounds. Some of these were chromatographed underiva- 
tized because they are known to be present in some physiological fluids and absorb at 254 nm 
because of their aromaticity. The imprecision for this method compared favourably with the stan- 
dard ion-exchange method although each had specific amino acids for which the imprecision was 
poor. The technique is suitable for the same routine clinical analysis purposes as high-resolution 
ion-exchange chromatography. It also offers the advantages of speed of analysis, sensitivity and 
equipment versatility over the conventional ion-exchange methods. 

INTRODUCTION 

In the past decade high-performance liquid chromatographic (HPLC) 
methods for derivatized amino acids have replaced cation-exchange chroma- 
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reception to reporting for a single sample is similar to that for ion-exchange 
methods. Samples can, however, be conveniently prepared in batches of up to 
twenty without complex automation and stored frozen for over a week until 
analysed, which is attractive for routine application to large numbers of 
specimens. 

Routine cleaning and repair to the proximal end of the column and correct 
equilibration of the column with mobile phase prior to analysis were found to 
be the two factors which most influenced maintenance of the high resolution. 
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